Live Observation of Two Parallel Membrane Degradation Pathways at Axon Terminals
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- Membrane protein degradation can occur at axon terminals
- Two parallel mechanisms degrade synaptic vesicle and plasma membrane proteins
- The two mechanisms are molecularly distinct and employ different cathepsins
- Local “hub” compartments bud off retrograde vesicles at any maturation stage
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**In Brief**
Jin et al. develop a live-imaging method based on acidification-sensing probes in intact *Drosophila* brains to reveal two molecularly distinct endolysosomal degradation pathways at axon terminals. Independent of the canonical Rab7-dependent pathway, synaptic vesicle protein degradation requires n-Syb, V100, and Cathepsin L-like protease Cp1.
Neurons are highly polarized cells that require continuous turnover of membrane proteins at axon terminals to develop, function, and survive. Yet, it is still unclear whether membrane protein degradation requires transport back to the cell body or whether degradation also occurs locally at the axon terminal, where live observation of sorting and degradation has remained a challenge. Here, we report direct observation of two cargo-specific membrane protein degradation mechanisms at axon terminals based on a live-imaging approach in intact Drosophila brains. We show that different acidification-sensing cargo probes are sorted into distinct classes of degradable “hub” compartments for synaptic vesicle proteins and plasma membrane proteins at axon terminals. Sorting and degradation of the two cargoes in the separate hubs are molecularly distinct. Local sorting of synaptic vesicle proteins for degradation at the axon terminal is, surprisingly, Rab7 independent, whereas sorting of plasma membrane proteins is Rab7 dependent. The cathepsin-like protease CP1 is specific to synaptic vesicle hubs, and its delivery requires the vesicle SNARE neuronal synaptobrevin. Cargo separation only occurs at the axon terminal, whereas degradative compartments at the cell body are mixed. These data show that at least two local, molecularly distinct pathways sort membrane cargo for degradation specifically at the axon terminal, whereas degradation can occur both at the terminal and en route to the cell body.

INTRODUCTION

Neurons must regulate the turnover of membrane proteins in axons, dendrites, and the cell body to ensure normal development and function. Defects in membrane protein degradation are hallmarks of neurodegenerative diseases [1–6]. Recent progress has identified several mechanisms that are required at axon terminals to prevent dysfunction and degeneration, including the local generation of autophagosomes and endolysosomes [7–12]. However, it is unclear whether these degradative organelles are principally transported back to the cell body for degradation or whether degradation can occur locally [9, 13–16]. In addition, the cargo specificity of membrane degradation mechanisms at the axon terminals has remained largely unknown, i.e., it is unclear which membrane proteins are degraded by what mechanisms [16].

Several mechanisms have been directly linked to synapse function or degeneration and have raised questions about cargo specificity and the ultimate locale for degradation. These include (1) local generation of autophagosomes at axon terminals [7, 8], (2) maturation of autophagosomes and endosomes that depends on the ubiquitous small guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Rab7 [17, 18], (3) endosomal sorting that depends on the GTPase Rab35 and RabGAP Skywalker [11, 12, 19], and (4) endosomal sorting that depends on the neuron-specific synaptic vesicle (SV) proteins neuronal synaptobrevin (n-Syb) and V100 [20–22]. These mechanisms may overlap, and defects in any of them cause neurodegeneration in a variety of neurons [11, 17, 20, 22–25]. In the case of (macro-)autophagy, the formation of autophagosomes occurs at axon terminals [10, 26, 27], whereas degradation is thought to occur during and after retrograde transport back to the cell body [8, 9, 27]. As with both the canonical and neuron-specific endolysosomal mechanisms, it remains largely unknown what cargoes are sorted into autophagosomes at axon terminals [9, 27]. The Rab35/Skywalker-dependent endosomal sorting mechanism was recently reported to selectively sort different SV proteins in an activity-dependent manner [19]. Lysoosomes have also been shown to localize to dendritic spines in an activity-dependent manner [28]. In both cases, it remains unknown whether degradation occurs locally at synapses and what cargo proteins are affected. Finally, we have previously described a “neuronal sort-and-degrade” (NSD) mechanism based on the function of the two neuron-specific synaptic genes n-syb and v100 [20, 22]. Similar to the other mechanisms, neither cargo specificity nor the locale of degradation for NSD is known. For all mechanisms, it has remained a challenge to directly observe their local roles in the context of normal development and function in an intact brain.
In this study, we report the direct observation of cargo-specific endolysosomal sorting and degradation at axon terminals in vivo using live imaging in intact Drosophila brains. We define axon terminal “hub” compartments based on their local dynamics, maturation, degradation, continuous mixing through fusion and fission, and budding of retrograde transport vesicles. In addition, we identified two distinct pools of hubs that function locally in two separate endolysosomal pathways based on different cargo specificities, different molecular sorting, and different maturation mechanisms.

RESULTS

We devised a live-imaging approach to directly observe when, where, and with what cargo specificity membrane protein turnover and degradation occur in neurons in an intact brain. Our approach is based on two improved methods that make use of advantages of the Drosophila system: first, a recently developed eye-brain culture system for continuous fast live imaging at subcellular resolution in neurons inside an intact brain from early development up to adulthood [29], and second, genetically encoded dual fluorophore live-imaging probes that quantitatively measure when and where they are sorted into degradative compartments.

Live Observation of Large Acidic Compartments at Axon Terminals

Genetically encoded fusions with pHluorin, a pH-sensitive GFP, and mCherry, a particularly pH-resistant red fluorescent protein (RFP), report cargo incorporation into degradative membrane compartments [30, 31](Figures 1A and 1B). The approach is designed to measure both sorting and degradation: cytosolic fusions of the dual fluorophore (DF) tag to membrane proteins retain yellow fluorescence during normal cycles of exo-/endocytosis, including the entire SV cycle, and shift from yellow to red fluorescence only after engulfment into the strongly acidified environments of multivesicular bodies or autophagosomes (Figure 1B).

In addition, the DF tag can visualize partial degradation if only one of the two fluorophores is degraded (Figure 1C). pHluorin is both more sensitive to fluorescence loss and more exposed to proteases when fused in the terminal position (Figures 1A and 1B). We reasoned that fusion proteins on early endosomal compartments and cytoplasmically exposed membranes should retain yellow fluorescence both live and fixed (“yellow live” in Figure 1C). Engulfment into strongly acidified compartments should initially lead to “red live” fluorescence that can be reverted to yellow when fixed. Finally, initiation of degradation should lead to irreversible damage of pHluorin first and thereby to “red fixed” fluorescence (Figure 1C).

We designed two imaging probes: first, a general membrane cargo by fusing the DF tag to a myristoylated residue with the
idea to mark most membranes in an unbiased manner (myr-DF), and second, a fusion of the DF tag to the highly specific SV membrane protein Synaptotagmin 1 (Syt1-DF) [32]. We performed live imaging of the two probes in developing photoreceptor axon terminals starting prior to synaptogenesis (40% of pupal development [P+40%]) and in 1-day- and 2-week-old adults (Figures 1D–1I). The myr-DF probe exhibited widespread membrane labeling, whereas Syt1-DF was more restricted to the axon terminals. Both probes marked clearly discernible intracellular membrane compartments in axons (arrowheads in Figures 1D and 1E) and at axon terminals (arrows). We expected to see both acidified and non-acidified compartments, but surprisingly, yellow or green fluorescence appeared always diffuse or, in the case of myr-DF, on the plasma membrane. Diffuse yellow labeling of terminals in the case of Syt1-DF most likely represents pools of SVs. In contrast, all distinctly recognizable compartments lacked the pHluorin signal and appeared red live, indicating an acidified environment below pH 6 [20, 30] (Figures 1D–1I; Movie S1). We made similar observations in photoreceptor neuron cell bodies and at axon terminals and in cell bodies of class IV sensory neurons in intact larvae (Figures S1A and S1B). We chose P+40% photoreceptor neuron terminals for the majority of wild-type and mutant imaging analyses, because all mutants used in this study exhibited membrane degradation defects starting at this stage (see below). Secondary effects, including an upregulation of autophagy, subsequently mask the primary endolysosomal functions and defects in sorting and degradation of cargo proteins [13, 22].

The presence of large, acidified compartments suggests that packaging of synaptic membrane cargo into degradative compartments, and possibly degradation itself, can occur locally at axon terminals. Furthermore, we were surprised that Syt1-DF may be subject to turnover and degradation before functional synapses exist. We therefore tested whether our imaging probes are faithful reporters of local degradative compartments in a series of experiments as follows.

First, we tested whether expression of either probe alters endomembrane compartments, degradation, or neuronal function. Immunohistochemical analyses indicate that neither probe alters endogenous levels of endosomes, lysosomes, or autophagosomes in either axon terminals or cell bodies based on several markers in quantitative clonal comparisons (Figures S1C–S1G); in addition, neither probe alters neuronal function based on electrotetrogram recordings in adult flies (Figures S1H and S1I). Second, Syt1-DF is expressed at levels comparable to endogenous Syt1 at axon terminals (Figures S2A and S2B); similar to the probe, endogenous Syt1 is made and transported to axon terminals as early as P+10% (Figures S2C–S2F; Movie S2) and both endogenous Syt1 and the Syt1-DF probe are sorted into lysosomal compartments indistinguishably (Figures S2G–S2I). Third, we confirmed with electrophysiology, live imaging, and immunohistochemistry that C-terminally tagged Syt1-DF is sorted and degraded indistinguishably from N-terminally tagged DF-Syt1, despite being a less functional protein [33] (Figures S2J–S2N). Importantly, DF-Syt1 is less useful for our purpose, because it is a sensor for SV acidification, similar to numerous probes facing the vesicular lumen, which are prominently used to measure synaptic function and single SV exocytosis [34]. In contrast, cytoplasmically tagged Syt1-DF selectively turns red live only when sorted into a multivesicular body or autophagosome (Figure 1B).

Findings were validated in fixed preparations using both Syt1 probes throughout the study. We conclude that both the myr-DF and Syt1-DF imaging probes faithfully report the local incorporation of synaptic membrane proteins into large, acidic compartments at axon terminals. Furthermore, because Syt1 has no developmental function in photoreceptor neurons [22, 35], its early turnover indicates that photoreceptor neurons activate synaptic maintenance machinery prior to synaptic function.

### Degradation Starts at Axon Terminals

Fixation of red-live compartments should cause full reversion of intact DF tags to yellow fluorescence due to the reversibility of pHluorin quenching, whereas degradation of pHluorin should lead to red-fixed compartments (Figure 1C). We found that 14% of myr-DF and 8% of Syt1-DF-positive axon terminal compartments did not regain pHluorin fluorescence through fixation (Figures 2A–2E and 2G). To test whether red-fixed compartments represent late-stage degradative compartments, we performed co-labeling with the lysosomal marker Spinster and the early endosomal marker Rab5. Indeed, red-fixed compartments were 2- to 3-fold more positive for the lysosomal marker, whereas yellow-fixed compartments were 2- to 3-fold more positive for the early endosomal marker (Figures 2F and 2H). These results indicate that some pHluorin is degraded in late-stage lysosomal compartments at axon terminals. We conclude that degradation of both probes is initiated in the axon terminal, and we therefore refer to these late-stage endolysosomal compartments as “degradative compartments”.

Next, we asked whether trafficking vesicles in the axon are selectively late-stage degradative compartments. Surprisingly, co-labeling of axonal trafficking vesicles with Rab5 and Spin revealed a mixture very similar to axon terminal compartments (Figures 2I–2L). These findings suggest that axonal vesicles for retrograde trafficking are not selected for their degradative state but instead can enter retrograde trafficking at any stage of maturation.

To investigate the nature of degradative compartments, we tested, in addition to Rab5 and Spin, the late endosomal marker Rab7, the recycling endosomal marker Rab11, the synaptic endosomal marker Skywalker, and the autophagosome marker Atg8 [12, 20, 36, 37]. All six markers colocalized 8%–25% with both Syt1- and myr-DF-positive compartments (Figures 2M and S3). Note that low levels of colocalization are expected for dynamically changing markers as compartments mature, e.g., conversion from Rab5 to Rab7 [38, 39]. Importantly, red-fixed compartments predominantly colocalize with degradative compartment markers Rab7 and Atg8, in addition to Spin, but not with the endosomal markers Rab5, Rab11, and Sky, corroborating the initial initiation of degradation in late-stage compartments (red bars in Figure 2M). Finally, only late-stage compartments, marked by Rab7 and Atg8, exhibited significantly increased labeling of myr-DF compared to Syt1-DF, suggesting a possible difference between the two probes (Figure 2M).

### Local Hub Compartments Are in Continuous Flux and Bud off Retrograde Trafficking Vesicles

To understand their different local dynamics, stability, and retrograde trafficking, we tracked Syt1-DF and myr-DF acidic
compartments live. We found that compartments of both types exhibited restricted mobility within the axon terminals but continuously exchanged membrane cargo and budded off smaller axon trafficking vesicles; we therefore termed these compartments “hubs” (Figures 3A–3J; Movie S3). Specifically, using resonant confocal microscopy, we could track individual hubs at the axon terminal in 4D with a temporal resolution of 7.5 s over the course of several hours in the case of myr-DF (Figures 3A–3C, 3L, and 3M) but typically only for 15 min in the case of the smaller Syt1-DF hubs (Figures 3F–3H). Hubs marked by either probe were locally restricted with a displacement of maximally 2 μm in 5 min (Figures 3E, 3J, and 3K) and maximally 3 μm over 5 hr for myr-DF (Figure 3L). Analysis of the 4D tracking data revealed, unexpectedly, no unequivocal de novo appearance or disappearance of individual hubs. Instead, both myr and Syt1 hubs exhibited frequent and balanced fusion and fission events at a rate of 2/min that resulted in continuous enlargements and splits suggestive of continuous cargo flux (Figures 3N and 3O; Table S1; Movie S3).

The budding of smaller vesicles that entered the axon for retrograde trafficking was more frequent for Syt1-DF than for myr-DF (Figures 3A, 3B, 3F, and 3G). Similar to the hubs, the axonal trafficking vesicles were exclusively red live for both probes (Figures 3 H, S4A, and S4B; Movie S3). Larger axonal vesicles moved predominantly retrogradely, whereas the smallest discernible axonal vesicles moved in both directions (Figures S4G–S4I). To quantitatively analyze the net movements of axonal trafficking vesicles, we computed Markov state models. Both myr-DF- and Syt1-DF-positive axonal trafficking vesicles exhibited increasing “committor probabilities” toward the cell body, which indicate net retrograde trafficking back to the cell body (Figures S4J–S4L).

To compare the dynamics of hubs and axonal trafficking vesicles with autophagosomes, we co-expressed the autophagosome marker Atg8-mCherry with myr-GFP or Syt1-GFP. Consistent with the colocalization in fixed preparations, live imaging of these two pairs revealed that small subsets of myr-DF and (to a lesser extent) Syt1-DF indeed mark autophagosomes (Figures S4G–S4I). However, Atg8-positive autophagosomes exhibited very different dynamics compared to hub compartments: they (1) form de novo at axon terminals (controlled for z movement in 4D data; Movie S4) and exhibit (2) significantly lower fission/fusion rates (Figure S4J); (3) a size distribution distinct from...
both myr-DF- and Syt1-DF-degradative compartments (Figure S4K); and (4) no budding of axonal trafficking vesicles. Most importantly, in contrast to the Syt1- and myr-containing hubs, Atg8-positive autophagosomes entered the axon directly and plasma membrane protein antibodies revealed a remarkably clear separation of markers: SV proteins, most prominently Rab3 and CSP, exhibited 6- to 8-fold more colocalization with Syt1-DF compared to myr-DF. In contrast, the t-SNARE Syx1A

We conclude that autophagosomes are largely distinct from endolysosomal hub compartments at axon terminals.

In sum, live imaging revealed flux within a network of continuously splitting and fusing endolysosomal hubs that do not leave the axon terminals, whereas smaller, retrogradely trafficking axonal vesicles provide an exit from this “hub flux” at varying stages of endolysosomal maturity (Figures 2M and 3O; Movie S3).

Two Distinct Pools of Hub Compartments

We next probed the cargo specificity of the hubs marked by our cargo probes. Co-labeling of axon terminal hubs marked by myr-DF and Syt1-DF with a panel of SV and plasma membrane protein antibodies revealed a remarkably clear separation of markers: SV proteins, most prominently Rab3 and CSP, exhibited 6- to 8-fold more colocalization with Syt1-DF compared to myr-DF. In contrast, the t-SNARE Syx1A
Figure 4. Two Distinct Pools of Hub Compartments

(A) Colocalization ratios of myr-DF- (blue) and Syt1-DF (orange)-marked compartments with antibody labeling against SV and plasma membrane proteins in fixed preparations reveals largely distinct compartment pools. Mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; unpaired t test; brain n = 3 per antibody staining.

(B) Colocalization ratios of myr-DF with anti-Syt1, Syt1-DF with anti-Syt1, and myr-Tomato with Syt1-GFP. Mean ± SEM; brain n = 3 per colocalization.

(C) Co-expression of myr-Tomato and Syt1-GFP reveals distinct compartments.

(D) Volumes of acidified (red) compartments at axon terminals. Hub n = 100 per probe; black lines indicate mean values.

(E) Mean number of acidified compartments per axon terminal at P+40%.

See also Figure S5.

colocalized at low levels with both types and the non-SV plasma membrane receptors Rst and Chp colocalized 3–6 times more with myr-DF (Figures 4A, S5A, and S5B). Immunolabeling for Syt1 marked almost all Syt1-DF compartments but only 15% of myr-DF compartments (Figure 4B), indicating that most myr-DF compartments do not contain Syt1. Indeed, live co-expression of myr-Tomato and Syt1-GFP revealed <10% colocalization (Figures 4B and 4C). Quantitative analysis of the red-live axon terminal hubs marked by Syt1-DF revealed 2.5 times more compartments that were on average half the size compared to those marked by myr-DF (Figures 4D and 4E). These data indicate that myr-DF and Syt1-DF mark distinct pools of hub compartments at axon terminals. SV-specific hubs mostly exclude plasma membrane proteins.

**Distinct Molecular Mechanisms Sort and Degrade Plasma Membrane Proteins and SV Proteins**

As reported above, Rab7 (canonical endolysosomal degradation and autophagy) and Atg8 (autophagy) exhibited significantly increased colocalization with the plasma membrane hubs compared to SV hubs (Figure 2M). In contrast, n-Syb and V100 (NSD) exhibited increased colocalization with SV hubs compared to plasma membrane hubs (Figure 4A). These findings prompted us to probe the functional roles of Rab7, n-Syb, and V100 in the sorting and degradation of the distinct hubs. rab7 is a ubiquitous key factor required for maturation in the endolysosomal system [38] and at least some types of autophagy [40] and the gene underlying the neuropathy Charcot-Marie-Tooth 2B [17, 23]. The vesicular ATPase component V100 and the vesicle SNARE neuronal synaptobrevin (n-Syb) are both exclusive neuronal proteins that were initially identified as SV proteins with single neuronal orthologs from worms to humans [41, 42]. In flies, V100 and n-Syb function in endolysosomal degradation, and it is this second function that leads to photoreceptor adult-onset degeneration in the mutants [20, 22]. We have previously proposed the term neuronal sort-and-degrade (NSD) for this putative neuronal branch of the endolysosomal system. The neuron-specific functions and cargo specificity of both canonical endolysosomal degradation and NSD have so far remained unknown.

To analyze cell-autonomous, cargo-specific sorting and degradation in mutant neurons, we performed live imaging in mosaic brains in which only a subset of photoreceptor neurons was mutant for rab7, v100, or n-syb in otherwise wild-type brains (Figures 5A–5H). In all three mutants, hub compartments were present at axon terminals, with one exception: myr-DF hub compartments were lost at axon terminals of rab7 mutant neurons (Figures 5A and 5D). In contrast, Syt1-DF hub compartment numbers were unaltered in the rab7 mutant and instead significantly decreased in both NSD mutants. Fusion and fission rates between hub compartments were not significantly changed for either probe in NSD mutants and equally reduced for the Syt1-DF probe and hence not likely to be contributors to the changes in hub numbers (Table S1). These surprising observations suggest that the normal formation of hub compartments containing SV cargo requires NSD but is rab7 independent, whereas the formation of myr-DF hub compartments is rab7 dependent but NSD independent.

To further test the cargo specificity of the two molecular mechanisms, we overexpressed rab7, v100, and n-syb in the presence of both probes. Overexpression of rab7 had no significant effect on either compartment type. However, overexpression of v100 or n-syb selectively affected Syt1-DF hub compartments in a manner opposite to their loss of function. myr-DF hub compartments were not affected by either NSD mutant, similar to their loss of function (Figures S6A and S6B). Finally, n-Syb knockdown in the v100 mutant background further decreased the number of SV hubs, but not myr-DF hubs (Figures 5B, 5F, 5H, 5I, and S6C–S6J), suggesting additive cell biological functions of V100 and n-Syb that are specific to SV hubs.

Next, we assayed endolysosomal progression of both probes from early via late endosomes to lysosomes using Rab5, Rab7,
and Spin co-labelings in fixed preparations. As shown in Figure 5K, loss of rab7 leads to an increase of myr-DF in Rab5-positive compartments and a corresponding reduction in lysosomal compartments, consistent with the known role of Rab7 in endosomal maturation. In contrast, Syt1-DF exhibited no such changes in the rab7 mutant background in P+40% photoreceptor axon terminals. Arrowheads, examples of acidic (red-only live) compartments at axon terminals. White dotted lines mark the boundaries between axon (left) and axon terminals (right).

(I and J) Relative number of degradative compartments in mutants from live-imaging data in axon terminals (I) and cell bodies (J). Mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; unpaired t test; brain n = 4–8 per experimental condition.

(K–M) Relative colocalization ratio changes of yellow-fixed compartments with early endosomes (Rab5), late endosomes (Rab7), and lysosomes (Spin) in rab7 (K), v100 (L), and nSyb (M) mutant axon terminals. Mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; brain n = 3 per experimental condition; unpaired t test.

See also Figure S6.

the two NSD mutants v100 and n-syb: whereas myr-DF exhibited no significant alterations in either NSD mutant, the Syt1-DF probe accumulated 3-fold in late endosomal (Rab7-positive) compartments in both NSD mutants (Figures 5L and 5M), suggesting that degradation of Syt1-DF, but not myr-DF, is NSD dependent. Note that Syt1-DF accumulates in a Rab7-positive compartment, even though sorting and maturation of Syt1-DF are rab7 independent, consistent with a known further role of Rab7 in lysosomal degradation based on interaction with the homotypic fusion and vacuole protein sorting (HOPS) complex [43]. Indeed, we observed an increase of SV hub volume in the rab7 mutant (Figure S6K) as well as in a mutant for the HOPS complex component Vps33A/Carnation (car) (Figures S6L–S6Q), consistent with impaired degradation. In contrast to rab7, loss of car affects both probes similarly, effectively singling out a late common role in degradation with no effects on sorting or maturation of either hub compartments (Figures S6K, S6P, and S6Q). We conclude that sorting of SV cargo depends only on NSD (and is Rab7 independent) and sorting of general plasma membrane cargo depends only on Rab7 (and is NSD independent).

**CP1 Is a Protease Specific to SV Hubs**

Local degradation requires the delivery of proteases to the hub compartments at axon terminals. In *Drosophila* photoreceptors, the Cathepsin-L-like protease CP1 mediates neurodegeneration
To test whether CP1 is a protease that functions in one or both types of hub compartments, we generated a CP1-DF probe for live imaging. CP1-DF is incorporated into red-live hub compartments at axon terminals that appear in size and number more similar to Syt1-DF than myr-DF (Figures 6A, S7A, and S7B). Co-labeling of CP1-DF-positive hub compartments with SV and plasma membrane markers in fixed preparations appeared similar to SV hubs (Figures S7C and S5). As shown in Figures 6A–6D, CP1-DF labeling of acidic compartments is selectively more similarly with all endolysosomal markers (Figure S6R) as well as all SV markers (Figure S6S). Hence, both probes mostly marked common, mixed compartments in the cell body. In contrast to the axon terminal, the NSD mutants v100 and n-syb did not specifically affect SV proteins in the cell body (Figures 5J and S6T). Instead, v100 and n-syb mutants exhibited a reduction in the numbers of myr-DF compartments in the cell body and no changes to compartments containing Syt1-DF (Figure 5J). Also opposite to phenotypes at axon terminals, CP1-DF

affected in the NSD mutants but unaltered in rab7. Because there are almost no myr-positive hubs in rab7 mutant axon terminals, CP1-DF may specifically supply SV hubs. Indeed, in n-syb mutant terminals, CP1-DF labeling of acidified compartments is completely lost and CP1-DF appears trapped in numerous non-acidified, smaller vesicles, indicating a complete failure to reach hub compartments (Figures 6D and 6E). In contrast, in the v100 mutant, CP1-DF does reach hub compartments, but around 50% remain non-acidified, indicating that v100 is partially required for acidification of SV hubs (Figures 6C, 6E, and S7D). Correspondingly, n-Syb knockdown in the v100 mutant background caused an additive effect with both the small yellow CP1-delivery vesicles as well as larger non-acidified hubs (Figures S7E–S7I), i.e., a combination of the n-syb and v100 mutant phenotypes (Figure 6). We conclude that CP1 is sorted specifically into hub compartments of the SV pathway at axon terminals via an n-syb-dependent and rab7-independent mechanism (Figure 7).
We never observed appearance or disappearance of an entire hub but only the formation of hubs by fusion of several smaller vesicles and splitting into multiple smaller compartments that underwent renewed cycles of fusion. These dynamics are reflected in hub composition and maturation: at any point in time, some hubs are marked by early endosomal markers and contain undegraded probes, whereas others are marked by lysosomal markers and contain partially degraded probes.

How does this “hub flux” contribute to the sorting and degradation of dysfunctional membrane proteins? A key insight comes from the characterization of retrograde trafficking vesicles: the axonal vesicles exhibit the same composition and a mix of early and late markers and degraded and undegraded probes. These observations are most straightforwardly explained with random mixing of hubs and random budding of axonal vesicles, irrespective of their maturation stage. In this model, sorting into hubs carries a probabilistic chance of degradation that increases with time (either in hubs or in retrograde trafficking vesicles). Sorting into hubs ensures degradation if membrane proteins cannot be recycled back into the axon terminal; alternatively, degradation and recycling may both be probabilistic. The latter would imply that not only dysfunctional proteins are sorted into hubs. Both mechanisms could ensure a pool of functional synaptic proteins that increases with the amount of endolysosomal flux, as previously observed for the Skywalker/Rab35 mechanism [12, 19].

How SV membrane proteins are specifically sorted into SV hubs is unclear. Because sorting of Syt1-DF into SV hubs is Rab7 independent, SV hub maturation bypasses the requirement for Rab5-to-Rab7 conversion [39]. Neither n-Syb (a vesicle SNARE and membrane fusion factor) nor V100 (part of a proton pump) are required for the continuous fusion and fission of SV hubs. However, the reduced axon terminal numbers of SV hubs are consistent with roles in the sorting of SVs to SV hubs. Different SV retrieval mechanisms, including ultrafast endocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis, and bulk endocytosis [45, 46], may account for different mechanisms and routes to local degradative hubs. Preassembled plasma membrane cargo complexes may play a role in promoting the different endocytic routes [46]. Our colocalization measurements revealed a distinction between two membrane degradation mechanisms with enrichments of SV proteins versus plasma membrane proteins between 3- and 8-fold, but not a 100% separation. Hence, if protein complexes facilitate sorting into a specific endocytic pathway or hub compartments, they may do so in a probabilistic fashion.

Continuous flux is a hallmark of endolysosomal compartments and results in low colocalization ratios with dynamically changing molecular markers and difficulties to unambiguously identify a specific compartment at any point in time. Our live observation of dynamic hubs as sorting and degradation stations at axon terminals was only made possible by their integrity over time and may provide an inroad to the study of distinct, cargo-specific mechanisms that keep neurons and their synaptic terminals functional.

**Hubs in the Context of Known Membrane Sorting and Degradation Mechanisms**

We observed constitutive turnover of SV hubs prior to synaptogenesis and neuronal activity. In contrast, previous work on SV hubs...
“rejuvenation” focused on turnover that increases in response to neuronal activity [12, 19]. Colocalization of axon terminal hubs with the Rab35 GAP Skywalker (Sky) revealed equal overlap with both hub types. This could indicate an intersection of different endolysosomal pathways; alternatively, Sky may only temporarily localize to hubs depending on their maturation stage. We favor the second possibility, because the early endosomal Rab5 and the lysosomal marker Spin exhibit similar colocalization ratios and all known endolysosomal markers depend in some way on the maturation stage [38, 47]. Our colocalization implies Sky in both the canonical and SV pathway. Consistent with this, rab7 affects Sky-dependent rejuvenation and the sky mutant affects the turnover of an n-Syb imaging probe [11].

Autophagy similarly intersects with axon terminal hub compartments based on colocalization with Atg8, albeit this colocalization is significantly higher for the rab7-dependent general PM hubs than for the SV hubs. However, the hubs and axonal trafficking vesicles are distinct from autophagosomes based on their dynamics: Atg8-positive compartments are not part of the “hub flux,” emerge de novo, and directly enter the axon without prior fission. It is possible that autophagosomes can engulf hub compartments and thus provide an alternative degradative exit to budding of retrograde trafficking vesicles. A Rab26-dependent mechanism was recently proposed for the sorting of SVs to pre-autophagosomal compartments prior to Atg8 recruitment, which may represent a similar hub compartment [48].

**Cathepsin L: A Protease with Cargo Specificity**

In this study, we showed that cathepsin-L-like protease CP1 has specificity for the SV hubs at axon terminals. This finding is consistent with several cystein cathepsins that have been characterized for their tissue-specific expression [49]. In mammalian systems, cathepsin L selectively degrades polyglutamine (polyQ)-containing proteins, but not other types of aggregation-prone proteins lacking polyQ [50]. In HeLa and Huh-7 cells, cathepsin L was reported to degrade autophagosomal membrane markers, but not proteins in the lumen of autophagosomes [51]. In contrast, the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class-II-associated invariant chain is specifically degraded by cathepsin S, but not cathepsin L, in CD4+ T cells [52]. Our characterization of cargo-specific membrane degradation machinery with a specific protease raises the question to what extent different membrane degradation mechanisms are characterized and may require specific proteases.

**STAR METHODS**

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

- **KEY RESOURCES TABLE**
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### STAR METHODS

## KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antibodies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit anti-Rab5</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>ab31261, RRID: AB_882240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit anti-Rab7</td>
<td>Gift from Patrick Dolph</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse anti-Rab11</td>
<td>BD Transduction Laboratories</td>
<td>Clone 47, RRID: AB_397983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit anti-Syt1</td>
<td>Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)</td>
<td>3H2 2D7, RRID: AB_528483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit anti-GABARAP+GABARAPL1+GABARAPL2 (ATG8)</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>ab109364, RRID: AB_10861928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guinea pig anti-Spin</td>
<td>Gift from Sean Sweeney</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat anti-Sky</td>
<td>Gift from Patrik Verstreken</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse anti-CSP</td>
<td>DSHB</td>
<td>DCSP-2 (6D6), RRID: AB_528183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit anti-Rab3</td>
<td>Gift from Aaron DiAntonio</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse anti-Syx1a</td>
<td>DSHB</td>
<td>8C3, RRID: AB_528484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guinea pig anti-V100</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit anti-n-Syb</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat anti-n-Syb (R29)</td>
<td>Gift from Hugo Bellen</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse anti-Chaoptin</td>
<td>DSHB</td>
<td>24810, RRID: AB_528161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy5 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L)</td>
<td>Jackson Immunoresearch</td>
<td>111-175-144, RRID: AB_2338013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy5 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L)</td>
<td>Jackson Immunoresearch</td>
<td>115-175-146, RRID: AB_2338713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy5 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rat IgG (H+L)</td>
<td>Jackson Immunoresearch</td>
<td>112-175-143, RRID: AB_2338263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Fluor 647 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Guinea Pig IgG (H+L)</td>
<td>Jackson Immunoresearch</td>
<td>106-605-003, RRID: AB_2337446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy3 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L)</td>
<td>Jackson Immunoresearch</td>
<td>111-165-144, RRID: AB_2338006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Fluor 488 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L)</td>
<td>Jackson Immunoresearch</td>
<td>111-545-144, RRID: AB_2338052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTO3</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher</td>
<td>T3604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectashield</td>
<td>Vector Laboratories</td>
<td>H-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>GIBCO</td>
<td>70011-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formaldehyde</td>
<td>Merck KGaA</td>
<td>1.03999.1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton X-100</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>18787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider’s Drosophila Medium + [+] L-Glutamine</td>
<td>GIBCO</td>
<td>21720-024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarose, low gelling temperature</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>A9045-10G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human insulin recombinant zinc</td>
<td>GIBCO</td>
<td>12585014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin/Streptomycin</td>
<td>GIBCO</td>
<td>15140-122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES Cell FBS</td>
<td>GIBCO</td>
<td>16141-061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-Hydroxycycodone</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>528-74-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SilGard and Silicone Elastomer Kit</td>
<td>Dow Corning</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Chloride</td>
<td>Merck KGaA</td>
<td>1.06404.1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, UAS-myrc-lCherry-pHluorin in VK00002</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, UAS-Syt1-lCherry-pHluorin in VK00002</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, UAS-mCherry-pHluorin-Syt1 in VK00002</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, UAS-CP1-lCherry-pHluorin in VK00002</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, GMR-Gal4</td>
<td>Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC)</td>
<td>9146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, ppk-Gal4</td>
<td>BDSC</td>
<td>32078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila, ey3.5lp</td>
<td>BDSC</td>
<td>35542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Dr. Robin Hiesinger (robin.hiesinger@fu-berlin.de).

**EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS**

**Fly husbandry**
All flies were raised on standard molasses formulation food at either 25°C (most crosses), 29°C (RNAi crosses) or 21°C (Gal80 ts crosses).

**Flies**
For live-imaging and fixed immunostainings, photoreceptor clones expressing the imaging probes were generated using the ey3.5flp system [60, 61] in otherwise heterozygous animals. For the analyses of myr-DF and Syt1-DF probes in control and mutant photoreceptors, the following *Drosophila* lines were used: control (ey3.5flp/+;GMR-Gal4/GMR-Gal4,UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF;FRT82B,tub-Gal80/FRT82B), v100 (ey3.5flp/+;GMR-Gal4/GMR-Gal4,UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF;FRT82B,tub-Gal80/FRT82B,v100; Hiesinger et al., 2005), n-syb (ey3.5flp/+;GMR-Gal4/GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF;FRT80B,tub-Gal80/FRT80B,n-syb F33B; Deitcher et al., 1998), rab7 (ey3.5flp/+;GMR-Gal4/GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF;FRT80B,tub-Gal80/FRT80B,rab7 gal4-knock-in [17]). For syt1 rescue ERG recordings, the following *Drosophila* lines were used: control (eyflp/+; FRT40A,GMR-Gal4/FRT40A,clw+), syt1 mutant (eyflp/+;FRT40A,svy104D,GMR-Gal4/FRT40A,clw+), rescue by C-terminally tagged Syt1 (Syt1-DF) (eyflp/+;FRT40A,svy104D,GMR-Gal4/UAS-Syt1-DF/FRT40A,clw+), rescue by N-terminally tagged Syt1 (DF-Syt1) (eyflp/+;FRT40A,svy104D,GMR-Gal4,UAS-DF-Syt1/FRT40A,clw+). For class IV sensory neuron live-imaging: class IV neurons
(ppk-Gal4>UAS-Syt1-DF or UAS-myr-DF). For autophagy live-imaging experiments: (GMR-Gal4>UAS-Atg8-mCherry, UAS-Syt1-GFP), (GMR-Gal4>UAS-Atg8-mCherry, GMR-myr-GFP). For co-imaging of fluorescently tagged myr and Syt1 probes: (GMR-Gal4>UAS-Syt1-GFP, GMR-myr-Tomato). For n-Syb knockdown experiments: n-Syb knockdown in v100 mutant background (ey3.5flp/+; GMR-Gal4>UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF; FRT82b, v100/FRT82b, tub-Gal80), n-Syb knockdown (ey3.5flp/+; GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF/+). For overexpression experiments: (GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF/UAS-Rab7), (GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF/UAS-V100), (GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF/UAS-n-Syb), control (GMR-Gal4, UAS-myr-DF or UAS-Syt1-DF/+).


To generate UAS-myr-mCherry-pHluorin, we amplified DNA encoding the first 30 amino acids of Drosophila Src64B from P[UAS-myr-RFP] (donated from Henry Chang) and PCR amplified the mCherry-pHluorin sequence from the mCherry-SEP-Hluorin vector (addgene, plasmid #32001, donated by Sergio Grinstein), generated the final linear DNA 5'Not1-myr-linker-mCherry-pHluorin-Xhol-3' by overlap extension PCR, then cloned it into the pUASTattB vector. Linker sequence: GCT GCC. For the generation of UAS-syt1-mCherry-pHluorin, UAS-mCherry-pHluorin-Syt1 and UAS-CP1-mCherry-pHluorin (CP1-DF), the same strategy was followed except syt1 or cp1 was amplified from a cDNA sample. All constructs were integrated in the same landing site (y1 w1118; PBac[y+]; attP-3B; VK00002) in Drosophila genome to equalize expression levels. Transgenic flies were generated using standard procedures through Rainbow Transgenesism USA.

METHOD DETAILS

Brain culture and live imaging
Pupal eye-brain complexes were dissected in cold Schneider’s Drosophila Medium and cultured in the culture chambers perfused with culture medium as previously described [29]. For adult photoreceptor live imaging, 1-day and 2-week old adult fly eyes were dissected, with the lamina attached to the retina. To fully expose lamina photoreceptor terminals, pupal brains were mounted dorsal side up and adult eyes were mounted lamina side up in 0.4% dialyzed low-melting agarose. For class IV neuron live imaging, L3 fillet preparation was performed in cold Schneider’s Drosophila Medium in a SylGard-covered Petri dish.

Live imaging was performed at room temperature using a Leica TCS SP8 X confocal microscope with a resonant scanner, using 63X water objective (NA = 1.2), and optimized settings of minimal white laser excitation and cross-talk avoiding SP detector emission windows. White laser excitation was set to 488 nm for GFP and phluorin, 554 nm for tdTomato, and 587 nm for mCherry signal acquisitions.

Immunohistochemistry
Pupal and adult eye-brain complexes were dissected and collected in cold Schneider’s Drosophila Medium and cultured in the culture chambers perfused with culture medium as previously described [29]. The tissues were fixed in PBS with 4% formaldehyde for 30 min and washed in PBST (PBS + 0.4% Triton X-100). The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti-Rab5 (1:1000), rabbit anti-Rab7 (1:1000), mouse anti-Rab11 (1:1000), rabbit anti-Syt1 (1:1000), rabbit anti-GABARAP (1:1000), guinea pig anti-Spin (1:1000), rat anti-Sky (1:200), mouse anti-CSP (1:50), rabbit anti-Rab3 (1:1000), mouse anti-Syx1a (1:50), guinea pig anti-V100 (1:1000), rabbit anti-n-Syb (1:1000), rabbit anti-Rab5 (1:1000), rabbit anti-Rab7 (1:1000), mouse anti-Rst (1:500), mouse anti-Chaptoin (1:500). All samples were mounted in mounting medium (Vectashield; Vector Laboratories) for confocal microscopy. Secondary antibodies used were Cy3, Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories), and Alexa 488 (Invitrogen). High-resolution confocal microscopy was performed at room temperature using a Leica TCS SP8 X with 63X Glycerol objective (NA = 1.3). White laser excitation was set to 488 nm for Alexa488, 548 nm for tdTomato, and 587 nm for mCherry signal acquisitions.

Image processing
All 4D live-imaging data were deconvolved with either ImageJ (National Institute of Health) plug-in Microvolution (Microvolution, 2014-2016) or AutoQuant 3X (Media Cybernetics) using adaptive PSF (blind) prior to analysis. Data were processed using Imaris (Bitplane), ImageJ (National Institute of Health), Amira 6.3 (FEI - Thermo Fisher Scientific), Photoshop (CS6, Adobe, Inc) and Python-based software listed in the section ‘Markov State Model’.

Electroretinogram (ERG) Recordings
1-day-old adult flies were reversibly glued on slides using nontoxic school glue. Flies were exposed to 1 s pulses of light stimulus provided by computer-controlled white light-emitting diode system (MC1500; Schott) as previously reported [20]. ERGs were recorded using Clampex (Axon Instruments) and measured using Clampfit (Axon Instruments).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification and Statistical Analysis
For volume, number, fusion, fission, speed and partition analyses, all 4D live-imaging data were deconvolved with AUTO Quant 3x (Modality: Laser Scanning Confocal; Objective Lens: 1.2 NA; Num. Aperture: 1.2; Imm. Medium (RI): 1.33; Sample Medium (RI) Water (1.33), Dist. From Coverslip: 20; Deconvolution Method: Adaptive PSF (Blind); PSF Settings: Theoretical PSF; Deconvolution procedures through Rainbow Transgenicsm USA.
Settings: Adaptive PSF, 10 Iterations, Medium Noise), and analyzed using IMARIS (Bitplane, Switzerland). Binarized datasets were generated semi-automatically, then 4D tracking was performed manually. The following measurements were obtained from the built-in statistics analyses tools of IMARIS: volume, number, speed. The following measurements were obtained manually: fusion and fission frequencies, maximum displacement. For colocalization experiments, the data were obtained in 3D and all co-localization quantification was performed manually on single slices. The following number of compartments were counted: (a) mCherry-only, (b) mCherry-pHluorin, (c) mCherry-only & antibody co-localization, (d) mCherry-pHluorin & antibody co-localization. Only discernible individual compartments were counted. Co-localization ratios were calculated as follows: Co-localization ratios of yellow compartments = d/(a+b), Co-localization ratio of red compartments = c/(a+b). In Figures 2F, 2H, 2J, and 2L, co-localization ratios were calculated as follows: Co-localization ratio of yellow compartments = d/b, Co-localization ratio of red compartments = c/a. All statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism, and the statistical analyses and sample numbers used for each result are indicated in the figure legends.

**Markov State Modeling**

The image analysis was performed using Python 2.7.12 with scikit-image 0.14 and Amira 6.3. The image stacks were reduced to a single slice with a maximum intensity projection. Each frame was smoothed with a Gaussian kernel and the pHluorin channel was subtracted from the mCherry channel to reduce the background signal. The differential images from each time step were then stacked into a three-dimensional volume. To extract tubular structures in space-time, the normalized cross correlation with a solid cylinder template was performed on this volume [62, 63]. Areas with high correlation were traced to extract the compartment trajectories. To analyze the trajectories from the image analysis, a Markov state model (MSM) was defined with pyEMMA 2.4 [64], where each state represents an area of 8x8 pixels (600 states in a 60 by 10 grid). The state assignment for each compartment was computed with the negative exponential distance to each state, normalized to one. The products of the state vectors between two time points were summed and normalized to generate a stochastic transition matrix. This matrix was then used to compute the committor probabilities for each state [65]. The committor probability was here defined for a compartment to leave the image area retrograde rather than anterograde.